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Re: Your request made under the Freedom of Information Act 2000  

Please do provide all relevant information to the following questions, with both text and relevant links to documents. 

  

Question Response – text and/or links 

When was your last networking (LAN, Core, edge) 

refresh, and when is the next refresh planned? 

When was your last Wi-Fi refresh, and when is the next 

refresh planned? 

When was your last telephony or Unified 

Communications refresh, and when is the next refresh 

planned? 

When was your last mobile devices/pagers refresh, and 

when is the next refresh planned? 

  

Can you confirm contract end dates and vendors for the 

above? 

  

All refreshes are in progress for delivery over the next 1-2 years. 

Contracts for the services are expiring in November 2019 through to June 2023 

 

 

Supplier and service details are excluded under the prevention or detection of crime (section 

31(1)(a)). 

 

Do you have an integration or workflow solution across 

the multiple technology systems in the trust? 

  

 yes 

Commented [HT1]: @BONIFACE, Jerome Can you 
confirm if the details of networking supplier contracts can 
be disclosed? 

Commented [BT2R1]: Refresh statement seems ok and 
also I can't see any issues in sharing the expiry dates. 
However, we don't need to share the supplier/product 
names that can creates a security risk and is likely to 
prejudice the prevention or detection of crime (section 
31(1)(a)). 
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What are the key parts of your Digital Transformation 

and/or Hospital of the Future strategy going forward? 

  

 Please see the digital transformation strategy which outlines the key elements. 

 

https://dbhweb.wpenginepowered.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Digital-

Transformation-Strategy.pdf 

 

What adoption of Internet of Things has been 

implemented? Do you have an IOT containment policy? 

  

A number of objects / object groups exist within local network infrastructure that could be 

considered under the IOT banner. Containment of such objects is a work in progress on a 

number of levels at this time, at the preparatory stage. 

What adoption of asset tracking/real-time asset 

monitoring or RFID has been implemented or is being 

considered or planned? Does this include patient flow? 

Can you confirm contract dates and vendors? 

  

Medical Records and some Medical equipment are tracked in real time. 

 

Contract Expiry 31/03/2027 

 

Supplier and service details are excluded under the prevention or detection of crime (section 

31(1)(a)). 
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